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ON FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES AND MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCIES
IN FUZZY RELATIONAL DATABASES

HO THUAN, TRAN THIEN THANH

Abstract. In this paper, we present a new definition of fuzzy functional depencency and fuzzy multival-
ued dependency based on similarity in fuzzy relational database, for which thresholds are defined for each
attributes of relation scheme. The soundness and completeness of inference rules, similar to Armstrong's
axioms are proved.

Tom tlit. Trong bai bao nay chiing tai trlnh bay dinh nghia cho phu shuoc ham va phu thuoc da tr] me)"
tren me hlnh CO" so' dir li~u mo' du'a tren quan h~ tu'ong tv' voi ngu'o'ng t u'o'ng tv' xac dinh rieng cho m6i
thucc tinh. Tinh xac ding va day dii cila h~ tien de tuo'ng tv' h~ t ien de Armstrong ciing dtro'c chu'ng minh.

1. INTRODUCTION

Relational databases have been studied since Codd's. Such databases can only deal with well-
defined and unambiguous data. But in the real world there exist data which cannot be well-defined
in a certain clear sense and under a certain crisp form (often called fuzzy data). The databases for
the above mentioned data have been investigated by different authors (see [7)). The fuzzy database
models are an extension of the classical relational model. It is based on the fuzzy set theory invented
by Zadeh to capture the imprecise parts of the real world.

In genegal, two approaches have been proposed for the introduction of fuzziness in the relational
model. The first one uses the principle of replacing the ordinary equivalence among domain values
by measures of nearness such as similarity relationships, proximity relationship, and distinguishability
Junction (see [8)). The second major effort has involved a variety of approaches that directly use pos-
sibility distributions for attribute value (see [5)). There have also been some mixed models combining
these approaches [121.

This paper takes the similarity-based fuzzy relational databases as the reference model in our
study presented here.

The data dependencies are the most important topics in theory of relational databases. Several
authors have proposed extended dependencies in fuzzy relational database models. In [1,2,4,6,10,121
have been given definitions of fuzzy functional dependencies and fuzzy multivalued dependencies in
fuzzy relational data models. These dependencies are extension of dependencies of classical relational
model. In this article, we give the definitions of fuzzy functional dependency (abbr. (a, t1)-ffd) and
fuzzy multivalued dependency (abbr. (a, ,B)-fmvd). These dependencies are extention of dependencies
in classical model and more general than definitions of Rauj, Mazumdar, etc. We also show that the
inference rules of (a, ,B)-ffd, (a, ,B)-fmvd, which are similar to Armstrong' axioms for classical relational
databases, are sound and complete.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present some basic definitions of the similarity-
based relational databases. In Section 3 and Section 4, we introduce an extension of functional and
multivalued dependencies; Armstrong's axioms for fuzzy functional and multivalued dependencies
are presented; the soundness and completeness are proved. Section 5 concludes this paper with some
perspectives of the present work.

2. SIMILARITY-BASED FUZZY RELATIONAL DATABASES

The similarity-based fuzzy relational database model is a generalization of the original relational
model. It is allowed an attribute value to be a subset of the associated domain. Domains for this
model are either discrete scalars or discrete numbers drawn from either a finite or infinite set. The
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equivalence relation over the domain is replaced by a fuzzy similarity relation to identify similar
tuples exceeding a given threshold of similarity.

Definition 2.1. A similarity relation is a mapping s : D x D --+ 10,1] such that for x, y, zED,
s(x, x) = 1 (reflexivity),
s(x, y) = s(y, x) (symmetry),
s(x, z) 2 maxyED{minls(x, y), s(y, z)]} (max-min transitivity).

Deftnit ion 2.2. A fuzzy relation scheme is a triple S = (R, s, 5), where R = {AI, A2"'" An} is a
set of attributes, s = (s 1, s2, ... , sn) is a set of associated similarity relations, 5 = (a 1, a2, ... , an) is
a set of associated thresholds (ai E 10,1], 1:::; i :::;n).

Definition 2.3. A fuzzy relation instance r on scheme S = (R, s,5) is a subset of the cross product
P(Dd x P(D2) X ... X P(Dn), where D; = dom(Ai), and P(D;) = 2D, - 0.

Let X, Y be sets of attributes in R, X = (Ah)hEI, I ~ {1, ... , n}.
ax denotes the vector of thresholds for a set of attributes X, i.e. ax = (a',)hEI.
aXY denotes the vector of thresholds for a set of attributes Xu Y (XY for short).
In order to approximate equality between tuples of fuzzy relation, a fuzzy measure, a similarity

relation r is defined as follows.

Definition 2.4. Let r be a fuzzy relation instance on scheme S = (R, s,5)' tl and t2 are two tuples
in r. The similarity measure of two tuples tl and t z on attribute Ak in R denoted by r(tdAk], t2lAk])
IS grven as

r(tdAk], t2[Ak]) = min {sdx, y)},
xEd~,YEd%

where tl = (dt,d~, ... ,d~), t2 = (df,d~, ... ,d~).
If r(tdAk], t2lAk]) 2 ak then tuples tl and t2 are said to be similar on Ak with threshold ak.

Definition 2.5. Let r be a fuzzy relation on scheme S = (R, s,5)' X be a subset of R, tl and t2 are
two tuples in r. The similarity measure of two tuples tl and t2 on a set of attributes X denoted by
r(tdX], t21X]) is given as

rJt IIX], t2[ X]) = (r(tdAil], t21Ail])' r(tll Ai2]' t2 [Ai2], ... , r(t 11Aik], t2IAik])) ,
where X = Ail Ai2 ... Aik·

If r(tdX], t21X]) 2 ax then two tuples tl and t2 are said to be similar on X with thresholds
ax·

3. FUZZY FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY (a, ,B)-FFD

Definition 3.1. Let r be any fuzzy relation instance on scheme S = (R, s,5)' X and Yare subsets
of R with associated thresholds ax, ay, respectively. Fuzzy relation instance r is said to satisfy the
fuzzy functional dependency- (a, ,B)-ffd, denoted by X ,....,.....Y if, for every pair of tuples tl and t2 in

(ox,O'y)

r, r(tIIX],t2[X]) 2 ax then r(tI!Y],t2[Y]) 2 ay.

Definition 3.2. A scheme S = (R, s, 5) is said to satisfy the,
instance r on S satisfies X ,....,.....Y.

(cr:x,ay)

(a,,B)-ffd X ,....,.....Y, if every relation
(aox,ay)

Remark 1. The definition ffd of Raju et ai. is a special case of Defifition 3.1. (i.e., if any instance
r that satisfies ffd X,....,.....00 Y then r also satisfies (a, ,B)-ffd X ,....,.....Y), where ax = (ao, ao, ... , ao)

(<>x.<>y) '-v--'
and ay = (ao, ao, ... , ao) with ao is a constant in [0,1]). IXI times

'-v--'
[y I t im e s

The inference rules for (a,,B)-ffds
FFD1 (Reflexivity): If Y ~ X then X ,....,.....Y

(ox,ay)

FFD2 (Augmentation): If X ,....,.....Y then XW ,....,..... YW
(ax,oy) (aXW'oyw)
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FFD3 (Transitivity): If X ~ Y, and Y ~ Z then. X ~ Z
(O'x,Oy) (Ory,Orz) (ax,az)

'I'heor em 3.1. Rules FFD1-FFD3 are sound.

Proof. Let r be a relation instance on scheme S = (R, s, a).
Reflexivity: Suppose that Y S;; X S;; R.
Vt1, t2 E r, r(tdX]' t2[X]) ~ ax. Since X S;; Y, then r(tdY], t2[Y]) > ay. Thus X •....•... Y

(ox,o:y)

holds in T.

Augmentation: Suppose that X »<r+ Y holds in T, Z S;; R.
(ax,ay)

Vt1, t2 E T, r(tdXZ], t2[XZ]) ~ axz.
We have r(tdX], t2[X]) ~ ax and r(tl[Z], t2[Z]) ~ az .
Since X ,...... Y holds in T then r(tl[Y],t2[Y]) ~ ay.

(O'x,Oy)

Combining (1) with (2), we obtain r(tdYZ],t2[YZ]) ~ ayz.
Hence XZ ~ Y Z holds in r .

(axz,o:yz)

(1)
(2)

Transitivity: Suppose that X ~ Y, and Y ~ Z hold in T.
(ax,Cfy) (ay,az)

Vt1,t2 E r , r(tdX],t2[X]) ~ ax.
Since X ~ Y holds in r then r(tl[Y], t2[Y]) ~ ay.

(ax,a:y)

Since Y •....•...Z holds in T then r(tl[Z], t2[Z]) ~ az,
Coy,az}

Therefore, Y ~ Z holds in T.
(cry,oz)

/

The following rules are easily obtained from FFD1-FFD3.
FFD4 (Union): If X ~ Y and X ~ Z then X YZ

(ax,oy) (ax,O'z) (ax,Cl:yz)

FFD5 (Pseudo-transitivity): If X ~ Y and YW Z then XW Z
(ox,o:y) (OYW,O"z) (crxw.O"z)

FFD6 (Decomposition): If X ~ Y and Z C Y then X ~ Z
(ox,Oy) - (ax,az)

'I'heor em 3.2. Rules FFD1-FFD6 are complete on scheme S = (R, s, a) when the following condition
holds:
For each Ai E R, there exists at least one pair of elements ai, b, E dom(Ai) such that Si (ai, bi) :S ai.

Proof. Let F be a set of (a,,B)-ffds on scheme S = (R,s,a), and suppose that f = X ~ Y does
(O'x,O'y)

not follow from F by the rules FFD1-FFD6.
Consider the relation instance T on scheme S with two tuples as follows

Attributes of X+ Other attributes
a 1 a2 ak ak+ 1 ... an
al a2 ak bk+1· .. bn

It is easily shown that all (a, ,B)-ffds in F are satisfied by r, and f is not satisfied by T.

We conclude that whenever X ~ Y does not follow from F by the rules FFD1-FFD6 then F
(ax.cry)

does not logically imply X ,...... Y. That is, the rules FFD1-FFD6 are complete.
(ax.ay)

4. FUZZY MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCY (a, ,B)-FMVD

Definition 4.1: Let r be any fuzzy relation instance on scheme S = (R, s, a), X and Yare subsets of
R, with associated thresholds ax, ay, respectively. Relation T is said to satisfy the fuzzy multivalued
dependency (a,,B)-fmvd, denoted by X ~ Y if, for every two tuples t1,t2 in T, r(tdX],t2[X]) ~

(ax,Clr:y)

ax then there exists a tuple t3 in T such that r(tdX.],tdX]) ~ ax, r(tdY],t3[Y]) ~ ay, and
r(t2[Z], t3[Z]) ~ az, where Z = R - XY.
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Definition 4.2. A scheme S = (R, 5,&") is said to satisfy the (a, fJ)-fmvd X,...,,-. Y if every relation
(nx·O'y)

instance r on S satisfies X ,...,,-. Y.
(ax·oy)

Remark 2. The definition fmvd of Mazumdar et al. 111is a special case of Definition 4.1 (i.e. if relation
r holds fmvd X,....--. oro Y then r also holds (a, fJ)-fmvdX ,...,,-. Y, where ax = (ao, ao, ... , ao) and

(ox,O'y) '--v--'
ay = (ao,ao, ... ,ao)). IXltimcs

'--v--'
IY I t im c s

By Defifition 4.1 it is easy to show following remarks.

Remark S. Relation r satisfies X ,....--. Y if, for every two tuples tl, tz in r, r(tdX], t21X]) ~ ax then
(ax,Ory)

there exists a tuple t3 in r such that rhlX]' t31X]) ~ ax, r(t21Y]' t31Y]) ~ ay, and r(tdZ], t31ZIl ~
az, where Z = R - XY.

Remark 4. Relation r satisfies X ,....--. Y if, for every two tuples tl, t2 in r, r(tdX], t21X]) ~ ax then
(ox,cry)

there exists a tuple t3 in r such that r(tlIXY]' t3IXY]) ~ aXY, and r(t2IX(R - Y)], t3IX(R - Y)]) ~
aX(R-Y)'

The inference rules for (a, fJ)-fmvds.
FMVDr (Complementation): If X ~ Y then X ,...,,-. Z, where Z = R - XY

(ax tOy) (ox ,az)

FMVD2 (Augmentation): If X ~ Y, V ~ W then XW ~ YV
(ax ,O"y) loxw ,OYV)

FM VD3 (Transitivity): If X ~ Y and Y ,.....-.- Z then X ,...,,-. (Z - Y)
(ox,O'y} (Oy,oz) lcrx.O"(Z_y»·

Theorem 4.1. Rules FMVDI-FMVDS are sound.

Proof. Let r be a relation instance on scheme S = (R,5, 5).
Complementation: Suppose X ,...,,-. Y holds in r.

. (ox,ay)

Vt1,t2 E r, r(tlIX],t2IX]) ~ ax.
Since X,.....-.- Y then ::lt3 E r, such that

(ox,oy)

r(t2IX]' t31X]) ~ ax,
r(t2IY],t31Y1l ~ ay,
r(tlIZ]' t31Z]) ~ az, where Z = R - XY.

Combining (1) with (2), we have r(tdX],t3IX]) ~ ax.
Since W = R - XZ ~ Y, and by (3) then r(t2IW],t3IW]) ~ aw.
From (5) and (6), it follows that X ,...,,-. Z holds in r.

(ox,crz)

Augmentation: Suppose X ,...,,-. Y holds in r and V ~ W.
(ox,cry)

Vt1,t2 E r , r(tdXW],t2IXW]) ~ axw.
Clearly, r(tlIX]' t21X]) ~ ax
and r(tlIW],t2IW]) ~ aw·
Since X,....--.-. Y holds in r, and by (7), we have ::lt3 E r, such that

(ox·oy)

r(tlIX]' t31X]) ~ ax,
r(tdY]' t31Y]) ~ ay,
r(t2IZ],t3IZ]) ~ az·

From (8), (9), (10) and (11) we have
r(tdW]' t31W]) ~ aw, hence r(tdXW]' t3IXW]) ~ axw·

Since r(t1IW],tJ[W]) ~ aw and V ~ W, then r(tllV],t31V]) ~ avo
By (10), we obtain r(tdYV], t3IYV]) ~ ayv.
Since U = R - XYW ~ Z then r(t21U]' t31U]) ~ au·
From (12), (13) and (14), it follows that XW ,...,,-. YV holds in r,

(Oxw ,oyv)

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)
(14)
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Transitivity: Suppose X ,....,.--Y, and Y ,....,.--Z hold in r.
(ox,O'y) (Qy,oz)

Vtl, t2 E r, r(tdX], t2[X]) 2: ax· (15)
Since X »<r-r+ Y holds in r then 3t3 E r such that

(ax,ay)

r(tdXY], t3[XY]) 2: aXY, (16)
r(t2[X(R - Y)], t3[X(R - Y)]) 2: aX(R-Y)' (17)

Since Y ,....,.--Z holds in r, then 3t4 E r , such that
(ay,O'z)

r(tdYZ],t4[YZ]) 2: ayZ, (18)
r(t3[Y(R - Z)], t4[Y(R - Z)]) 2: aY(R-Z) (19)

First, we show that r(tl[X],t4[X]) 2: ax.
By (18), we have r(tdX n Y Z], t4[X n Y Z]) 2: axnY z. (20)
Since X - YZ ~ R - Z, and by (5), it follows that r(t3[X - YZ],t4[X - YZ]) 2: aX-YZ.
By (17) and X - YZ ~ R - Z then r(t2[X - YZ],t4[X - YZ]) 2: aX-YZ.
Therefore, r(tdX - YZ],t4[X - YZ]) 2: aX-YZ. (21)
Combining (20) with (21), we obtain r(tl[X],t4[X]) 2: ax.

Next, we show that r(tdZ - Y],t4[Z - Y]) 2: aZ-Y.
By (18), it is easy to see that r(tdZ - Y], t4[Z - Y]) 2: aZ-Y.
Final, we show that r(t2[W], t4[W]) 2: aw, where W = R - X(Z - Y).
Since R - XYZ ~ R - Z, and R - XYZ ~ R - Y, by (18) and (19),
we obtain r(t2[R - XYZ],t4[R - XYZ]) 2: aR-XYZ. (22)
From (16), (18) and (19), we have r(t2[Y], t4[Y]) 2: ay . (23)
Since W ~ Y(R - XY), by (22) and (23), it follows that r(t2[W], t4 [W]) 2: aw .
Consequently, X ,....,.-- Z - Y holds in r .

(Qx,O:z-y)

The following rules are easily to obtained
FMVD4 (Reflexivity): If Y ~ X then X ,....,.-- Y

(ax,cry)

FMVD5 (Union): If X ,....,.-- Y and X ,....,.-- Z then X ,....,.-- Y Z.
(ax,cry) (Ctx,O'z) (ax,o:yz)

FMVD6 (Decomposition): If X ~ Y and X ,....,.-- Z then X ,....,.-- (Z - Y)
(ox ,ay) (ax ,0' z) (ax ,neZ-Y»

and X ,....,.-- (Y - Z)
("x'''(y-Z»

FMVD7 (Pseudo-transitivity): If X ~ Y and YW ~ Z then
(ax,ay) (ayW'O:z)

XW (Z-YW)
("XW'''(Z-YW»

Rules relate (a, ,B)-ffds and (a, ,B)-fmvds
FFD-FMVDl (Replication): If X .....•.• Y then X ~ Y

(ax ,cry) (ax lay)

FFD-FMVD2 (Coalescence): If X ,....,.-- Z, Y .....•.• Z', where Z' ~ Z, Y n Z = 0
(ax,az) (ay,oz,)

then X .....•.• Z'
(O'X'O'z')

FFD-FMVD3 (Mixed pseudotransivity): If X ~ Y, XY .....•.• Z then X .....•.• (Z - Y)
(Qx,Oy) (OXy,Crz) (ax,O'(Z_Y»

Definition 4.3. Let F and G be sets of (a, ,B)-ffd and (a, ,B)-fmvd on relation scheme S = (R,s, a).
The closure of F u G, denoted by (F, G) +, is the set of all (a, ,B)-ffds and (a, ,B)-fmvds that can
be derived from F U G by repeated application of rules in the set {FFDI-FFD6, MVDI-FMVD7,
FFD- FMVD 1-FFD- FMVD3}.

Theorem 4.2. Let S = (R, ii, &) be a scheme relation, X be a subset of R, then we can partition
R - X into sets of attributes Yl, Y2, ... , Yk, such that if Z ~ R - X, then X r.r-+-+ Z holds if and

(Qx,az)

only if Z is the union of some of the Y; 's .
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Proof. Similar to classical case, see the proof in [11].

We call the above sets Y1, Y2, ... , Yk constructed for X from a set of (a,.8)-ffds and (a,.8)-fmvds
D the dependency basis for X (with respect to D).

Theorem 4.3. Rules FFD1-FFD6, FMVD1-FMVD7, FFD-FMVD1-FFD-FNVDS are complete on
scheme S = (R, s, 5) when the following condition holds:
For each Ai E R, there exists at least one pair of elements ai, b, E dom(Ai) such that s;(ai, bi) :S ai.

Proof. Supp-ose F, G are sets of (a, .8)-ffds and (a, .B)-fmvds on scheme S, d is a (a, .8)-ffd or (a, .8)-
fmvd with left side is X and d does not follow from F, G by axioms.

Let {Y1, Y2, ... , Yd be a dependency basics for X respect to F U G.
We set X* = {A E R IX ,.......A E (F, G)+}.

(aX,oA)

Since X ,.......X* E (F, G)+ then X ,.....- X* E (F, G)+. Hence X ,.....- R - X* E
(ax ,0 x.) (ax ,0 X") (ox ,crR-X.)

m

(F, G)+. By Theorem 4.2, we have R - X* = U Wi, where Wi E {Yl,Y2, ... , Yd·
i= 1

We now construct the following relation r on scheme S
X* WI W2... W,:"

(ai )iEIo (ai )iEf 1 (ai )iEI2 (a;)iEI m

(ai)iEIo (b;}iEIl (ai)iEI2 (a;}iEIm

(ai)iEfo (ai)iEI1 (b;}iEf2 (ai)iEIm
(a;)iEIo (b;)iEI1 (b;)iEI2 (ai)iEIm

(a;}iEIo (bi)iEI1 (b;}iEf2 (bi)iEIm

where X* = (Ai)iEIo, WJ = (A;)iEIj' I) ~ {1,2, ... ,m}, f = D, ... ,m.
First we show that r satisfies F and G.
Suppose U ,.......V E F. We set W = U Wi, where 1= {i : Wi nUt 0 ,1 :S i :S n}.

(au.av) iEI
Clearly U ~ X*W then X*W ~ V E (F, G)+.

(crx*w,crv)

By Theorem 4.2, we have X ,.......... WE (F, G)+. Since X,.......... ,X* E (F, G)+, by union rule
(crx,o:w) (ox,n,)

then X ,.......... X*W E (F, G)+. From FFD-FMVD3, X ~ (V -X*W) E (F, G)+, implies
(ax,O'x*w) (O'x,O'(V-x*W»

V - X*W ~ X* .
Let tl and t2 be tuples of r such that r(tr[U], t2[U]) 2: au. By construction of r , it follows

that tr[U] = t2[U], tI!W] = t2[W], tdX*] = t2[X*] so r(tl[X*W],t2[X*W]) 2: ax.w. Hence
t (t dV], t2[V]) 2: av. Therefore, r satisfies (a, .8)-ffd U ,...,... V.

(au lav)

Now assume that U ,.......... V E G. Since U ~ X*W, by FMVD2 then X*W ,.......... V E (F, G)+.
(au,erv) (ax*w,O'v)

We have X ,.......... X*W E (F, G)+, by FMVD3 then X ,.....- (V - X*W) E (F, G)+.
(ox,Ox*w) (O'X,Cl(V_X*W»

By Theorem 4.2, V - X*W = U Wi, II ~ {l, ... , m}. For any pair tuples t1, t-z E r,
iEI1

r(tdU], t2[U]) 2: au, by construction of r, tl[U] = t2[U], There exists a tuple t3 which is defined by
t3[V - X'W] = tllV - X*W], and t3[R - (V - X*W)] = t2[R - (V - X*W)].

It is easy to see that t3 is a tuple in rand t3[U] = t1[U], t3lV] = t1lV] (because tdW] = t3[W]),
t3[R - UV] = t2[R - UV].

Hence r(tdU], t3[U]) 2: au, r(tdV]' t3[V]) 2: av, r(t2[R - UV], t3[R - UV]) 2: aR-UV·
Therefore, r satisfies (a, .8)-fmvd U ------ V.

(Ou lav)

We now show that d does not hold by r,
Suppose that d = X ~ Y. Since d rf:. (F, G)+ then Y ~ X*.

(ax.ay)
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By construction of r , there exist two tuples tl, t2 E r , such that tdY) -=I t2[Y)' Furthermore,
we have r(tdY),t2[Y)) Lay. But tdX) = t2[X) then r(tdX),t2[X)) ~ ax. Hence, r does not hold
X ~ Y.

Now assume that d = X ~ Y tf. (F, G)+, and d holds on r,
(ax.ay)

By construction of r, it is easy to show that Y = X' u W', where X' C X*, W'

J<;;;{l, ... ,m}.
We have X ~ X' E (F, G)+, and by Theorem 4.2, X ~ W' E (F, G)+. From union rule,

, (ax,ox,) (a-x,ow,)

we have X ~ Y E (F, G)+, contradition. Thus d does not hold on r. The proof is complete.
(Ox·Oy)

5. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with fuzzy data dependencies in fuzzy relational databases. We give the defini-
tions' of fuzzy functional and multivalued dependencies. Furthermore, we discuss the inference rules
of these dependencies. The soundness and completeness are proved. A futher study involving the
definitions of fuzzy join dependency, normal forms for the fuzzy relational databases has been on
gomg.
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